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Introduction 

Apple Leisure Group® Vacations isn’t just in the business of selling vacations—we partner with travel 

professionals to create memories and shape experiences. In the spirit of keeping positive despite 

COVID-19 disruptions, we have revised some of our policies exclusively for bookings made prior to 

05/08/20 with travel scheduled to depart 3/21/20 through 7/31/20 in order to make sure that even if 

their first choice no longer meets their travel needs, they can still enjoy the safe, happy getaway they 

deserve. 

This reference—a companion piece to our interactive Travel Agent Self-Help Guide—is here to provide 

you with answers to your most frequently asked questions and help you continue to turn your client’s 

vacation dreams into reality … whether that’s now or later. 

Learn more about how to do just that with 25% more in Future Travel Credit with our new Rebook 

Now. Recharge Later. offer, or get the most up-to-date policy information on our ALGV Policy Updates 

page.  

All of these details and more are available through our centralized COVID-19 ALGV Advisor Update Hub 

on VAX VacationAccess. 

 

 

  

http://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/selfhelp
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/#rebook
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/#rebook
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/
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Managing Flight Components  

Airfare Rules  

Can a nonrefundable published air ticket be exchanged for a bulk ticket 

when making a new booking?  

If the original tickets were published, the new tickets need to be purchased per the guidelines below 

to allow the exchange to be completed.   

 Published air to published air  

 Bulk air to bulk air is allowed 

 Bulk to published air is allowed during COVID-19 except with American Airlines, but published to 

bulk is not 

 

With the purchase of Travel Protection Plus, however, the fare types have the same benefits.  

Airline Policies  

Many destinations are shutting down and flights are being cancelled. 

When a flight is cancelled by the airline, is a refund due to my client?  

These flight reductions and cancellations are not because of the airline itself (e.g. mechanical 

issues), but rather by forces outside of the airline’s control. Each situation is unique and needs to be 

addressed based on the air carrier, fare rules, destination, etc. Airline accommodations include  

allowing rebookings and waiving change fees within their waiver guidelines. In some cases, they are 

even extending the expiration date. 

 

If an Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flight has been cancelled and I want to 

rebook on a scheduled carrier, how do I handle funds?  

As long as the original flights are Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flights (ENVF), we can move funds over 

to any booking type, including new scheduled air packages or land-only reservations. View our Self-

Help Guide to learn more.  

 

  

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
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Can my clients go from a scheduled air package to a land-only 

booking and keep the credit directly with the airline?  

Yes. We can move over land funds as long as it is within the rebooking guidelines, and travelers may 

keep the air credit. They can then reuse them based on the airlines’ reuse guidelines. Plus, any 

bookings made prior to 05/08/20 with travel scheduled to depart 3/21/20 through 7/31/20 qualify for 

an additional 25% Future Travel Credit on the land-only portion from the original booking. Please see 

Rebook Now. Recharge Later. for details. 

  

I am looking for airline rules to rebook scheduled air. How can I find 

what the reuse rules are based on the issue date or by travel date?  

All airlines have different reuse policies. You can refer to the carrier’s website and find what their reuse 

policy is there.  

  

If my clients did not purchase Travel Protection Plus; have airline credit 

they may reuse; and wish to rebook, do they have to use this air credit 

later through the airline directly? Alternatively, can they book a new 

package later with the ALGV brands and use the airline credit on that 

package?  

As long as it is not with Southwest Airlines through Funjet Vacations, Travel Impressions, Blue Sky 

Tours or Apple Vacations, the airfare can be rebooked with the ALGV brand they made the original 

reservation with. We will process the exchange internally under the airline’s reuse policy for your 

convenience. 

Managing Reservations with Southwest Airlines Flights 

ALGV auto-cancelled a booking with Southwest Airlines and the hotel is 

under penalty. I was advised of no refund even though it was auto-

cancelled. I understand if the airline doesn’t refund, but should the hotel 

be refunding in full? 

Some hotels are allowing rebooking for later dates, but not refunds. Some are waiving penalties. You 

can reach out to Customer Support, who will work with the hotel for you. 

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/#rebook
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYourMore_SelfHelpTools_DestinationClosures#covid
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I have bookings with Apple Vacations using Southwest Airlines flights. 

The form to fill out in VAX to cancel and rebook says you cannot do this 

if the package includes Southwest air. What do I do?  

Southwest is handled and processed differently than other airlines, so you would need to contact 

Customer Care to cancel/rebook so that proper funds, etc. can be posted. For explicit directions and a 

how-to video, please see Scenario 18 in our Self-Help Guide - Immediate Rebooking without Travel 

Protection Plus for Paid-In-Full Bookings with Apple Vacations, Funjet Vacations, Blue Sky Tours and 

Travel Impressions. 

I have a client booked on Southwest Airlines Vacations.  She wants to 

move her trip to December. Can I change the reservation myself? 

If so, the only thing I cannot book yet is the Southwest flights as those 

are not available for purchase yet.   

You have three options for this.  

1. You create a land-only booking at this point and, when air is released, generate a brand-new 

booking and select Southwest Travel Funds as the form of payment. After you have completed 

your reservation with the SWA Travel Funds and added any payment due, call in to Customer 

Support to move the funds from the original booking to the new reservation.  

2. You can wait for the air schedule to be released, then follow the scenario in the Self-Help Guide 

for Southwest Vacations rebookings.  

3. You can make a land-only reservation and use the travel funds with Southwest Airlines directly. 

We would then have the land funds from your original reservation to use toward the new 

booking. 

How do I rebook Southwest Airlines Vacations?  

Simply follow Scenario #17 in the Self-Help Guide – Immediate Rebooking with Travel Protection Plus 

on Southwest Vacations Paid-in-Full Reservations. 

For any reservations under deposit with any of the ALGV brands that have Southwest Airlines flights, 

call in to Customer Support for assistance. 

 

 

 

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
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Discounted Travel Agent Vacations  

Can Discounted Agent Vacation flights be rescheduled due to COVID-

19?  

All agent rewards bookings follow the normal ALGV policies and procedures in place prior to COVID-

19. You can reach out to Customer Support for assistance in the event that ALGV cancelled the travel, 

or for help with any other cancellation or modification to your DAV. They will advise you of any 

penalties—which follow the policies extended to ALGV consumers—and how to move forward.  

Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flights  

The Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flight policy for destinations with 

government shutdowns states that rebookings and travel on another 

ENVF must be completed by 12/15/2021. Can my passengers rebook any 

time prior to 12/15/2021?  

Absolutely. The new booking can be made any time before 12/15/21 and travel completed by 

12/15/21. Please visit the ALGV Policy Updates page in VAX for the most up-to-date information.  

 

If I’m rebooking clients that do not have Travel Protection Plus on their 

original reservation, what is the cut-off date for them to decide to 

rebook?  

The new booking must be made and travel completed by 12/15/21. Specific airlines may have their 

own valid date ranges, however, so please visit the ALGV Policy Updates page in VAX for the most up-

to-date information to sync travel to your customer’s best benefit.  

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
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Commissions  

If Travel Protection Plus is included and the reservation is paid in 

full, will ALGV still protect up to $100 commission per room depending 

on brand? 

Travel Protection Plus offers commission protection up to $100 per room on cancelled reservations. 

 How it works:  

 Full payment must be made on the reservation  

 Commission will be protected up to $100 per room  

 

Please note: 

 Commission protection will not be paid on any agency surcharges;  

 Reservation must be cancelled prior to scheduled departure time 

Do I receive commission on a cancelled reservation?  

For Reservations with Travel Protection Plus: 

 If paid to the gross amount prior to refund (since all reservations are fully refundable), a 

maximum of $100 in commission will be issued 

 If not paid to the gross amount prior to the refund, commission is issued on the waiver only 

 

For Reservations without Travel Protection Plus: 

 If any portion of a reservation is issued as a refund, including an air credit, no commission is 

issued 

 If the reservation is completely non-refundable, the full commission, including Set Your Own 

Commission, will be paid 

 

When can I expect my commission on a cancelled reservation?  

Commission on canceled reservations is customarily paid 90 days after travel on Wednesdays. Due to 

COVID-19 and the impact on our business, delays may occur.  
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Can a cancelled consumer-direct booking be taken over by a travel 

agency for the new booking?  

As long as the new booking is under the agent ARC, yes, we can transfer the funds from the original 

consumer-direct booking that has been cancelled to the new rebooking.  

 

Destination Status  

How can I stay informed regarding the status of the destinations?  

Please refer to our Destination Policies page on the COVID-19 ALGV Advisor Update Hub on                  

VAX VacationAccess.   

 

Hotel Status    

How can I stay informed regarding the status of the destination closures 

and hotels?  

Please refer to our Destination Policies and Hotel Updates on the COVID-19 ALGV Advisor Update Hub 

on VAX VacationAccess.  

 

General  

What is the correct phone number to call if I need assistance?  

All phone numbers can be found on each brand’s individual site in VAX. Check out our Self-Help Guide 

in VAX for reservation management tasks you can do yourself.  

 Travel Impressions 

 Apple Vacations 

 Funjet Vacations 

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
https://ti.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://ti.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://apv.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://apv.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://ifj.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/globalassets/suppliers/ifj/documents/footer-urls/funjetsupport.pdf
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 Blue Sky Tours 

 United Vacations 

 Southwest Vacations 

 
 

If clients rebook immediately, and their new trip is less expensive than 

the trip that was auto-cancelled, can they request a refund for that 

difference?  

No, the rest of the credit can be applied toward upgrades on the new reservation or another trip to be 

booked and traveled by 12/15/21. 

Are you doing anything for military?  

Military personnel will be able to participate in the Rebook Now. Recharge Later. promotion with the 

same restrictions as other travelers. 

Will you be extending final payment due dates?  

Unfortunately, final payment due dates are not being extended. All ALGV packages are due at 45 days 

prior to departure. Currently Blue Sky Tours has final payment due dates at 35 or 60 days prior to 

departure depending on departure date but I know this will likely change around May 19th. 

Can travelers rebook to another brand? For example, the 

original booking is through Funjet Vacations with United air. Can they 

rebook to a new United Vacations booking?  

No, the rebooking must be with the original ALGV brand they had booked with. 

If I pay in full on a rebooking because I don't want to lose a room type, 

what happens once my customers have the Future Travel Credit? Can I 

refund the client’s card for the travel credit, and then decide what I want 

to do with the extra 25%? For example, can I use it with the Set Your 

Own Commission (SYOC) feature? (E.g. if the travel credit is $500, apply 

$100 of it toward SYOC)  

Agents can now activate the Set Your Own Commission (SYOC) benefit with rebookings that utilize 

Future Travel Credit earned by the Rebook Now. Recharge Later. 25% bonus offer. This amount may 

be equal to or less than the SYOC on their original booking. If SYOC was not on the original booking, 

agents may add up to $150 to the new reservation. 

https://blu.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://blu.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://iua.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://iwn.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
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Groups  

Do the Travel Agent Self-Help Guide tools apply to groups?  

Yes, FIT groups, including Groups Your Way, GroupEase, and Flex Groups, can cancel reservations 

following the process as laid out in the Travel Agent Self-Help Guide.  

However, you will need to contact the Groups team for contracted group cancellations and cannot 

cancel using the self-help process.  

Check out our Self-Help Guide on the ALGV Advisor Update hub on VAX VacationAccess for more 

details.  

 

Rebook Now. Recharge Later. (125% 
Future Travel Credit Policy) 

How is ALGV handling bookings only under deposit? Do my clients need 

to make final payment before they can cancel or rebook for the 125%?  

No, final payment is not necessary. Clients will receive a credit for the amount they have put down as 

a deposit (less penalties) + 25%.   

Does the new Rebook now. Recharge Later. Future Travel Credit policy 

apply to any booking that was cancelled regardless of when it was 

booked, or just for new cancellations?  

Everything that was booked prior to 05/08/20 with travel scheduled to depart 3/21/20 through 

7/31/20, qualifies for the 25% bonus Future Travel Credit offer.  

 

 

 

http://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/selfhelp
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
http://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/ALGVadvisorupdate
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Does the 125% voucher include the taxes (I.e. is it the full amount of the 

trip at 125%)?  

It would be the amount ALGV would normally be offering as cash back, less any applicable fees. The 

Future Travel Credit value will consequently be the cash back amount, plus a 25% bonus on that 

amount. 

How is Future Travel Credit being tracked? How will it be applied?  

Funds remain on the original booking until they are applied to a new reservation, for which travel 

must be completed before 12/15/21.  

Is the 125% credit based on the cost of the package or the amount paid? 

For example, if I paid to the net or gave clients a discount and short-paid 

the reservation, how will it be calculated?  

It will be based on the amount paid.  

Is there any way to advise what the 125% amount will be? Can Customer 

Care advise?  

Accounting will calculate and communicate the 125% Future Travel Credit amount to you. 

Can I double-dip on the AMResort’s "Move the Date, Keep the 

Rate” when they rebook new dates and get 25% back in Future Travel 

Credit on that hotel amount?  

No, this AMResorts promotion cannot be combined with any other promotions, including the 25% 

Future Travel Credit offer.  

According to the Rebook Now. Recharge Later. promotion, can I still 

follow the guidance in the Travel Agent Self-Help Guide? 

The Travel Agent Self-Help Guide accommodates for either travel credit or fund requests, eliminating 

the need to call in. Click on the fund request link at the top of the clients’ reservation in 

VAX to complete the online form to initiate this process.   

 

http://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/selfhelp
http://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/selfhelp
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Is ALGV providing actual vouchers or are they leaving money on the 

original reservation so they can just transfer funds as needed to the new 

reservation(s)?  

If you are rebooking, you will be able to leave the money on your cancelled reservation by simply not 

requesting a refund. Rebook the new reservation and apply at least $1.00 to it so that the new 

reservation doesn't cancel while you wait for the funds to be transferred. Please make sure you 

submit the accounting (rebooking) form provided in the Self-Help Guide or by clicking the Fund 

Request link in the original reservation.  

Is the Future Travel Credit email notification delivered to the lead 

customer or the travel agent?  

The client is not sent a notification; the notification is delivered directly to the travel advisor. 

If a client made partial payment but paid more than expected at that 

time and they do not have Travel Protection Plus, will 

the client get Future Travel Credit for the amount paid versus for the 

amount expected?  

Yes. They would get 125% of whatever the amount of the refund due is, less any fees or penalties.  

Can the traveler use the Future Travel Credit themselves or is it tied to 

the agency on the booking?  

Travel credit is associated with the original booking with the agency. If you have extenuating 

circumstances, please contact us. 

If my clients take the Future Travel Credit, is it okay to change hotels 

if there is no hotel penalty?  

Certainly. They can book any property they prefer. Refer to the Contact Us section at the end of this 

document for questions about reservations with the brand you booked with. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/
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Are you considering extending the travel window with the Rebook Now. 

Recharge Later. program beyond 07/31/20?  

At this time, there are no plans to extend the Rebook Now. Recharge Later program travel window 

beyond 07/31/2020. AV/FJV/TI/BST and UAV* will waive all individual brand change fees for travel 

through 07/31/20. Airline and hotel fees may apply.   

Note: Cancel fees are not waived and both ALGV and supplier fees apply. If no supplier fees 

apply, the Travel Protection is not considered used and can be moved to the new reservation 

without a reactivation fee.  

*United Airlines Vacations: All changes must be made by 5/31/20 and additional rebooking 

restrictions apply. 

If a traveler used their Future Travel Credit including the bonus 25% on 

a new reservation in June that needed to be cancelled due to a flight 

takedown or a hotel/destination closure and they are rebooking to new 

dates, can the bonus 25% credit be applied to a new reservation? 

Yes, the original 25% bonus funds can be applied to another reservation if the new reservation had to 

be cancelled due to a flight, hotel or destination cancellation.  No additional credits or bonus amounts 

would be offered for the cancelled June reservation. 

If the reservation has bulk airfare and no Travel Protection Plus, what 

are the options the client can choose between? 

 If the 125% Rebook Now. Recharge Later. offer is chosen by the client, the 25% is based off the 

refundable portion of the package.  

 If the client chooses the 125%, the air carrier’s per person re-ticketing fee will be withheld on the 

original reservation. The funds being moved to the new reservation is based on the monies paid 

by the client, less the air carrier’s re-ticketing fees and any supplier penalties. 

 If your client accepts the 125% Rebook Now. Recharge Later. offer following the process above, 

they can rebook with the same ALGV brand choosing any air carrier, any destination, and any 

hotel.  

 If they decide not to choose the 125% Rebook Now. Recharge Later. offer, ALGV would then waive 

the re-ticketing fees based off of the airlines offer. However, the clients would not qualify for the 

Future Travel Credit with the additional 25% bonus towards the new reservation. ALGV would be 

exchanging the full amount of the original air ticket towards airfare booked on the new package. 

In order for the exchange to take place, the clients must rebook with the same air carrier. 
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Deposit Policy  

Note: Refer to the latest deposit policy on our ALGV Policy Updates page in VAX VacationAccess for the 

most up-to-date information. 

Do the new deposit policies apply to more than just bulk fares? 

Yes, Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flights and published air fare deposits increased by $25 per person. 

You can view the latest deposit policy on our ALGV Policy Updates page in VAX VacationAccess. 

 

If a rebooked reservation has scheduled air that now requires full 

payment of the air due to new policy, will $1.00 hold the booking?  

Yes, $1.00 will still hold the booking while funds are being transferred. The transfer process may take 

up to 14 days, at times longer. Check out our Self-Help Guide on the ALGV Advisor Update hub on 

VAX VacationAccess for more details.  

  

What happens if I put the $1.00 down and ask for funds to transfer but 

funds don’t transfer by the end of the deposit due date?  

We are not cancelling any reservations with at least $1.00 down. 

  

Refunds  

How do travelers without Travel Protection Plus obtain a pricing 

breakout for itinerary components after they cancel and rebook?  

Our accounting team will contact you via email and provide a pricing/travel credit breakout. 

Is there a deadline to request refunds?  

Funds would be forfeit if not rebooked and travel completed by our 12/15/21 deadline.  

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/?cmpid=ALGSHOW_ALGVGivesYouMore_SelfHelpTools_SelfHelpGuide
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If someone wants to change from a refund to Future Travel Credit, do I 

have to call in?  

If the refund has not yet been processed, then our accounting team will reach out to you and ask if 

your clients prefer a cash-back refund or Future Travel Credit. If the refund has already been 

processed, then a change cannot be requested.  

What about if I want to change from a Future Travel Credit to a refund? 

Opting for the 125% Future Travel Credit offer from Rebook Now. Recharge Later. is considered a final 

decision. As such, all increments of the credit itself is non-refundable, non-redeemable for cash, and 

expires on 12/15/21. 

 

COVID-19 Self-Help Guide Questions  

If I’m unable to cancel a booking before the scheduled departure via 

phone due to long wait times, will penalties be waived when I rebook?  

To avoid this, please log into VAX, access the reservation, and cancel it on your own. The money will 

stay there until a new reservation is booked. Please note all of the specific policies in the Self-Help 

Guide page.  

How can I find out which cancellation fees apply to a specific booking 

before cancelling? Do I need to call in?  

If the client’s original reservation falls into the criteria listed in the Self-Help Guide, then the penalties 

are not a concern; they are waived if they fall under the criteria listed. If it does not meet the criteria 

listed, then you will need to call into Customer Care to obtain accurate penalty information. 

  

 

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/
https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/travel-agent-self-help-guide/
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Travel Protection  

Moving forward, will Travel Protection Plus refunds be for Future Travel 

Credit only, or do they have a cash-back option?  

Any future bookings will have both refund options through Apple Vacations. All other ALGV brands will 

offer the cash back option only.  You can view the COVID-19 Travel Protection Plus policy on our ALGV 

Policy Updates page in VAX VacationAccess. 

Rebooking with Travel Protection Plus  

If I am rebooking a reservation that previously had Travel Protection 

Plus, what is the cost to add it again to the new package?  

If the new reservation qualifies for the Rebook Now. Recharge Later. promotion,  customers can 

request Future Travel Credit, plus an additional 25%, including the full value of the Travel Protection 

Plan originally purchased. The premium value of Travel Protection Plus will be determined using the 

new tiered pricing associated with the total package price of the new reservation. The passengers will 

be responsible only for the difference between the two premiums, if applicable.  

Rebooking without Travel Protection Plus 

If a client does a cancel/rebook and didn’t originally have travel 

protection, can they can opt to add Travel Protection Plus to the new 

booking?  

Sorry, but we are not allowing travel protection on the new booking if the previous one did not 

include this benefit.  

If someone has Travel Protection Plus, can they take the travel credit of 

125% and rebook on any airline?  

If they want to use their travel protection premium to cover the airfare, they can take that amount 

paid in Future Travel Credit and apply it toward a new carrier if they would like. If there is no Travel 

Protection Plus on the reservation, the same airline from the original booking needs to be used in 

order to avoid losing any applicable funds/air credit from the previous carrier.  

  

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/
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Why do bookings without Travel Protection Plus receiving Future 

Travel Credit have to keep the same airline? This credit is valid through 

12/15/21 but most airline credits will expire before that date. 

Without Travel Protection Plus, customers will have an airline credit, which will need to be reused 

with the airline on the original reservation and in accordance with their policies. Our rebooking 

policies align with what the airlines are doing on refunds, and some have extended their expiration 

periods. Please check out our Airline Policies page for specifics. 

 

VAX VacationAccess 

  

I noticed the “Refund Request” form has been changed to a “Fund 

Request” form in VAX. If my clients have Travel Protection Plus and 

want to cancel, can I still request refunds, less the cost of protection, via 

the Fund Request form in VAX?  

Yes, you can still use the form. You’ll just need to place a comment in the reservation’s Internal 

Comments specifying that you would like a refund. 

  

Can we see that the funds are moved when we pull up a booking? Or is 

this done behind the scenes?  

You can see this adjustment in the “Add Payment” tab in VAX. You can also look in the accounting 

activity.  

 

 

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/pages/algv-gives-you-more/Policies/#backtotop
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Contact Us 

For questions about reservations, commissions, payments, rewards and recognition programs, group 

bookings, or other brand-specific inquiries, please contact the brand you booked with. 

 Travel Impressions 

 Apple Vacations 

 Funjet Vacations 

 Blue Sky Tours 

 United Vacations 

 Southwest Vacations 

 

https://www.vaxvacationaccess.com/suppliers/apple-leisure-group/training-pages/main/get-in-touch/?cmpid=EducationTMTC_MainTrainingpage_Banner_Support
https://ti.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://ti.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://apv.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://apv.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/contact-us/
https://ifj.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/globalassets/suppliers/ifj/documents/footer-urls/funjetsupport.pdf
https://ifj.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/globalassets/suppliers/ifj/documents/footer-urls/funjetsupport.pdf
https://blu.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://blu.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://iua.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://iwn.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://iwn.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/
https://iwn.www.vaxvacationaccess.com/pages/support/

